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James Kudelka performs in CLC's
'Malcolm'

February 20, 2014

When something new is presented to the
senses, the default human reaction is to
categorize it for ease and comfort of
experiencing it. And with Coleman Lemieux
& Compagnie's premiere of "Malcolm" on
Feb. 19, 2014, the closest descriptor that
comes to mind is a dance/theatre-and-
puppet version of Martin Scorsese's "Hugo".

The 45-minute play, for lack of a more
accurate term until one arises, featured
Canadian pianist and composer Dustin
Peters, renowned Canadian choreographer

James Kudelka and, of course, Malcolm, a two-foot tall puppet dressed in a collared white
shirt and grey serge trousers who was designed by Neil Coleman. The contrast between
Kudelka and Malcolm might have been more dramatic had the former been dressed in all
black instead of donning a green plaid shirt, but that's a minor point.

It took Kudelka all of a couple seconds to breathe life into Malcolm, the kind of earthliness
that comes from an automaton whirring to action. Although Malcolm's eyes were
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understandably flat, there was a certain liveliness that came from them as Kudelka twisted his
head left and right, up and down.

The choreographer also showed his innate skill for making use of all spaces, objects and
textures where a less experienced person might not, moving Malcolm around the stage and
chair, and even hopping the puppet up on the piano where he explored it with childlike
curiosity.

Peters played the piano throughout and delivered music that was reflective of tone and
atmosphere, such as dampening the sound by place his hand over the strings to indicate
unrest. And as he played, Malcolm grew from covering his ears at the sound to becoming
enamoured with the music, showing just how powerful a tool it is for people of all ages,
regardless of whether they're children or hearing it for the first time.

Later on, once Malcolm adjusted to his surroundings, he started to become mischievous and
trouble-causing, exploring the piano to such lengths that he crawled in and around Peters,
and even thrashed around inside the instrument. At one point, he acquired a bit of an evil look
when he twisted and wound himself around the chair onstage, poking his head under the
arms and staring at the audience with a challenging glare. It was a disconcerting moment
because reality clashed with rationality: Malcolm was a puppet, yes, but the way Kudelka
infused him with such emotion, Malcolm seemed like a living, breathing being that was on the
verge of breaking out in serious disrepair.

However, sympathy for Malcolm waned a little when he started lashing out at Kudelka,
pummelling him with his little puppet hands and causing the choreographer to tumble off the
stage. This scene provoked a grim kind of satisfaction, as though to say, "Malcolm, you might
be learning about the world around you for the first time, but keeping stick your nose out like
that and someone will pull it off" (which Kudelka almost did at one point, with Malcolm
retaliating until the two mutually ceded their silliness.)

It was 45 minutes that was brilliantly performed, with a skilled pianist and ace choreographer
teaming together to bring a stuffed doll to life. And though no words were spoken for the
entire duration, none had to be. Kudelka did more than a masterful job of saying--and having
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Malcolm say--everything he wanted without ever having to utter a word.

Dance and theatre don't always have to be big mysteries, obscuring their true meaning in a
pseudo-intellectual way that's seemingly only understood by the elite; good performers and
storytellers infuse meaning into every action and sentence so that anyone can drop in at a
random passage and have a rough idea of what's happening, and discriminating audiences
are able to parse through the depth. They know that if they do their job well, the audience will
see their intention clearly and easily, and follow along breathlessly from start to finish.

And during "Malcolm", it was one of the rare performance cases where everything worked to
a spellbinding result, and easily the best event to appear this calendar year.

"Malcolm" runs until Feb. 23, 2014 at the Citadel. For more information, visit Coleman
Lemieux & Compagnie's website.
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